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UNIT4
Melbourne’s hotter than London

1 Alice, Jake and Tracy are walking to Portobello Market.

29 Listen and read.

Jake What do you think of London, Alice? 
Is it nicer than Melbourne?

Alice Well, it’s too early to tell, really. 
There are good and bad things.

Tracy Go on! Tell us the bad things.
Alice Well, London’s more expensive than

Melbourne. Melbourne is cleaner than
London and less crowded. 

Jake Yes, London is really busy. What else?
Alice Well, I think Australians are friendlier

than British people.
Tracy Really? 
Alice Yes. I’m afraid so. But there are lots of

good things about London. I mean,
Melbourne isn’t as lively as London.
London’s more exciting.

Jake I bet Melbourne’s hotter than London in
summer, though!

Alice You can say that again!

A few minutes later…
Tracy Hey! There’s The Soul Bar.
Alice Yes, and there’s the clothes stall!

Comprehension check
2 Answer the questions.

1 Which city is more expensive, London or
Melbourne?

2 Which city is dirtier, London or Melbourne?
3 Are Australians friendlier than British people?
4 Which of the two cities is more exciting?
5 Which of the two cities is hotter in summer?

Learn it! Use it!
I’m afraid so. = _____

I bet… = _____
You can say that again! = _____

Translate it!
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Write six sentences comparing life in the city
to life in the country. Use the adjectives from
A and B. 

Example:

The city is more polluted than the country.
The country is cleaner than the city.

3 Correct the mistakes in the sentences.

1 London is more big than Vienna. 
London is bigger than Vienna.

2 Venice isn’t as busy than New York.
3 London is expensiver than Budapest.
4 Sydney is less crowded as Tokyo.
5 Edinburgh is more livelier than Cardiff.
6 Los Angeles is not as dirty than Detroit.
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Check!

Grammar Guide

Comparatives

clean Melbourne is cleaner than London.
nice Is it nicer than London?
hot Melbourne’s hotter than London.
friendly Australians are friendlier than British people.
expensive London’s more expensive than Melbourne.
crowded Melbourne is less crowded than London.
lively Melbourne isn’t as lively as London.

Irregular adjectives good ➔ better

bad ➔ worse

Look!

>

Geography quiz
4 Compare the cities using the adjectives 

in brackets.

1 New York/Paris (big ✚ ) 
New York is bigger than Paris.

2 Bristol/London (big– )
Bristol isn’t as big as London.

3 Mexico City/Rome (polluted ✚ )
4 London/Cairo (hot– )
5 Zurich/Bombay (crowded– )
6 Paris/Swindon (exciting ✚ )
7 Berlin/Moscow (expensive ✚ )
8 Helsinki/Madrid (cold ✚ )

City or country?
5 Work in pairs. Match the adjectives in A to

their opposites in B.

Example:
polluted ➔ clean

A
polluted stressful

boring cheap
unfriendly crowded

noisy safe B
interesting friendly
dangerous relaxing

quiet quiet
clean expensive
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